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Chapter 1
THE KINGDOM OF BOXES
❑

The king and queen had unhappy childhoods and appeared to blame others.
Do you identify with this life situation or know others who may identify? How
does this affect how they/you treat others?

❑

The king and queen fled with their boxes of memories: children’s laughter
and cries, unfulfilled dreams and disillusions, stories of powerlessness and
fights. Discuss the power of memories. What memories would you rather
forget? Which memories are special? What is the power of a memory?

❑

Mylandra was born with four fingers instead of five, and the king was
horrified. How can parents’ negative opinions shared with a child affect
them?

❑

Mylandra felt she could never be loved. Does this remind you of anyone you
know? How does this feeling of being unloved affect your very being?

❑

“Mylandra did not fully understand what love was.” What is your definition of
love?

❑

Mylandra demonstrated resiliency and longed for freedom. She visited other
boxes and discovered two favorites. What was she attracted to and why?

❑

The author alludes to the king “forcing her into terrible boxes.” What does
this mean to you and how does Mylandra react?

❑

Mylandra “had no words, but she still had her voice.” How did singing help
Mylandra survive her hopeless situation and free her from fear and loneliness?
How might others cope with similar situations, if they do not sing?
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Chapters 2 & 3
THE WORLD OF HOPES
❑

Mylandra uses her imagination to put herself in any place but the one she is
in. How does she emerge with hope? When was there a time when you or
someone you know had to rely strongly on hope to survive?

❑

Once per year, Mylandra met up with the lady with the croissants, who
believed in her and encouraged her. Who is someone who believed in you
more than anyone else, or provided encouragement? How did this affect you?

❑

Why did people cry when Mylandra sung? What does the lady with the
croissants tell Mylandra? And what did Mylandra learn about herself?

PIER P-101
❑

“Most days, Unique felt miserable and powerless” at home. How did he
survive? Can you think of someone who lived under similar conditions, and
how did they navigate the situation?

❑

Did you ever experience a time when your parents or perhaps friends’ parents
were angry at one another? How did they handle the situation?

❑

Unique ran away on his 13th birthday. At the pier, he juggles and spins to
forget his problems at home. As Cley explains, “He was too busy being
busy?” What does this mean? How can it affect your life and mental
wellbeing?

❑

“Unique and Mylandra both collapsed into darkness, unnoticed by the world,
but not by the stars.” How do you interpret the author’s ending to this
chapter?
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Chapters 4 & 5
THE REALM OF VESSELS OF STEEL
❑

“The king warned Mylandra of great danger if she dared to explore other
paths.” The king wanted to continue controlling Mylandra. What did she do?
How do you handle people who try to control your life?

❑

What obstacles did Mylandra encounter in this land in the school system and
how did she react?

❑

Mylandra ends up in the World of Hopes and meets a man who gives her
advice. What does she learn about respect, light and listening?

THE LAND IN BETWEEN
❑

What did Mylandra discover about herself in this land of nature and fairies?

❑

What is the significance of the mirror that converses with Mylandra? “Come
to the edge?”

❑

What does Mylandra discover about her heart?

❑

What purpose does Mylandra discover of her music? How do you view music?
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Chapters 6 & 7
THE UNDERGROUND CAVES
❑

What challenge does Unique find himself in at the Underground Caves?

❑

How can you solve personal loneliness?

THE LAND OF POSSIBILITIES
❑

What did Mylandra learn about herself and her mission in The Land of
Possibilities? What can we learn?

❑

What did Mylandra discover during her singing competitions? Have you had
a similar experience and if so, how did you handle?

❑

How did Mylandra use her courage to flourish or survive in this land? What
did you do that took an amazing amount of courage?

❑

Do you have an obstacle in your life, like Mylandra’s missing thumbs? How
do you overcome adversity?

❑

Why did Mylandra decide to leave this land? When was a time you had to
make a similar change in your life?

❑

How can the wrong expectations get in the way of life?
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Chapters 8 & 9
THE CITY OF CLOCKS & SCALES
❑

Why does Mylandra struggle in this land while studying there? Where is the
line between creativity and perfection? And how do you choose the best that
is offered when you are feeling constricted?

❑

What advice does the man with the books give Mylandra? Have you found a
time in your life when you took this advice?

❑

Why did Mylandra feel it necessary to leave this city? What does it mean to be
free?

❑

Study Mylandra’s song. What did she discover? What can you apply to your
own life?

PHOENIX ISLAND
❑

What does Unique discover during his visit to Phoenix Island?

❑

How does your personal experience help others?

❑

What indelible print do you leave in the places you visit?
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Chapters 10 & 11
THE BLANK PAGE
❑

What does it mean to be at the right place at the right time?

❑

What happens to Mylandra when she flows with the present moment?

❑

How do you understand the present moment? What positive experiences
have you had when being in the present?

❑

What do you learn about being different in this chapter?

TRUE LOVE
❑

Discuss The Journey of The Heart and its meaning through the eyes of
Mylandra, Unique and yourself. “The hurt they overcame had unveiled their
true gifts of wisdom and happiness.” Have you or someone you know
overcome a personal hurdle? What was the outcome?

❑

Self-love is important. What can happen if you don’t love yourself?

❑

Do you remember bursting with sparks of love? How did it affect the world
around you?

❑

When Mylandra and Unique met, they became afraid of losing themselves.
What does it mean to you? Have you experienced being afraid of something
positive because of your past?

❑

“Seeds of love like to be planted and grow. Then they can fly back into the
universe as thousands of seeds.” How do you understand this?
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Author Bio
Anna Cley is a transformative artist, opera singer, and artistic director who is passionate about
growth, empowerment and transcendence. She believes that individuals who overcome their limiting beliefs and dare to follow their heart can find true happiness and freedom, allowing them to
care more for others and to make the world a better place.
Cley’s work revolves around daring to be, and daring to become. She rejoices in a meaningful
lifestyle and in co-creating a better world for tomorrow. She creates soothing music, inspiring
content and empowering courses for old and young alike.
A native of France, Cley has performed on the stage of Carnegie Hall and in the title role of
Carmen, after a successful career in rocket science. Driven by her spiritual quest, she fosters a
strong relationship with nature and wildlife.
In search for meaning and her place in the world,
Cley developed an eagerness for astrophysics as a
child. The same sense of service for humanity
pushed her in recent years to create the nonprofit
Vocalise, seeking to empower those who experienced trauma. She has a certification in hypnosis
with a particular interest in humanist hypnosis.
Mylandra, Unique, and The Journey of the Heart
appeared to Cley in a vision while she traveled
through Canada alone one snowy winter. It took her
almost seven years to shape and finish the story. The
song and accompanying meditation can be found at
thejourneyoftheheart.com.
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Book Bio

Available in digital, paperback and hardback | AlyBlue Media LLC

From floating boxes to lifesaving riddles to an enlightened mirror, The
Journey of the Heart is a magical tale of two souls who are courageously determined to find a better fate than the one they were born into. Along the way,
they learn that their past does not determine their future, and the heart is the
best guide of all.
Celebrating the universal statement that our own truth is the best treasure of
all, The Journey of the Heart is a beautiful reminder that no matter into what
circumstances we’re born, our future is ours to write. Authored and illustrated by transformative artist Anna Cley, The Journey of the Heart inspires
children and adults alike to look beyond their own circumstances and bravely
seek what they rightfully deserve—happiness, fulfillment and, of course, love.
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annacley@live.com

Website: TheJourneyoftheHeart.com
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